
remaining purposeful; (2) the nec�ssity of recognizing "political man
agement" as a key function in public sector management; and (3) the 
need to recast our images of operational management to focus more 
attention on stimulating innovations of various kinds. Yet, I have not 
been entirely rigorous in either the sampling effort or the data collection 
and cannot claim the power that would come from that degree of rigor. 

In the less rigorous test I have relied for evidence on feedback from 
practicing public managers who have been exposed to these ideas. Their 
testimony has been favorable and encouraging. 

Still, in the end, I do not think I have proven anything. What I have 
done is nominate, for further consideration and testing, a complex set of 
ideas about how public managers should orient themselves to their jobs, 
diagnose their situations, and design their interventions. The methods I 
present differ from those many public managers now employ and from 
the ways they are taught and encouraged to think and act. This new 
approach is plausibly better adapted to the reality of the situations they 
now confront than what they have relied on in the past. And it may help 
them succeed in helping society by keeping their attention focused on 
the problem of defining and producing public value with the resources 
entrusted to them. That, at least, is my fervent hope. 

INTRODUCTION 

-
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The town libratian was concerned.' Each day, at about 3:0() P.M., eddie,

of schoolchildren washed into the library's reading rooms. At about

5:00 the tide of children began to ebb. By 6:00 the library was quiet 

once again. An infonnaJ survey revealed what was happening: the li

brary was being used as a day-care center for latchkey children. How 

should the librarian respond? 

THE TowN LIBRARIAN 
AND THE LATCHKEY CHILDREN 

Jler first instinct was to discourage the emerging practice. After all, the

inllux disrupted the library. The reading rooms, quiet and spacious most

the day, became noisy and crowded. Books, particularly the fragile

rbacks, stacked after careless use in untidy heaps on library tables,

to the floor with spines cracking. Tired assistants faced mountains of 

IVing before they could leave for the day. The constant traffic to the

Ooms kept the janitor busy with S!Jecial efforts to keep them neat,

and Well stocked. 'des, it just wasn't the town library's job to care for latchkey 

• That task should be done by the parents, or perhaps other

• providers, certainly not by the library. Perhaps a letter to the

'Pape, reminding citizens about the proper use of a library

t things tight. If that failed, new rules limiting children's access

·ary would have to be established. 



Then, she had a more entrepreneurial idea: perhaps the latchkey

children could be used to claim more funds for the library from the

town’s tight budget.2 She could argue that the new demands from latch

key children required additional resources. Additional staff would be

needed to keep the children from disrupting other library users. Over

time funds would be necessary to pay assistants and janitors for tidying

the library at the end of the day. Perhaps the library itself would have to

be redesigned to create elementary and junior high school reading

rooms. Indeed, now that she thought of it, the reconstruction work might

be used to justify repainting the interior of the entire library—an objec

tive she had had for many years. But all this would cost money, and a

statewide tax revolt had left the town with sharply limited funds.

As the forbidding prospect of seeking funds from the town’s Budget

Committee came clearly into view, the librarian had a different idea:

perhaps a program for the latchkey children could be financed by charg

ing their parents for the costs of the new program.3 Some practical prob

lems loomed, however. For example, how much should she charge for the

service?4 She could fairly easily record the direct costs associated with

providing the program and find a price that would cover these direct costs.

But she was unsure how to account for indirect costs such as the manage

rial costs of organizing the activity, the depreciation of the building, and

so on. If she included too few of these indirect costs in the price of the

program, then the public as a whole would be unwittingly subsidizing the

working parents. If she included too many, the town would be unwittingly

taking advantage of working parents to help support their library.

She also thought that the town’s citizens and their representatives

might have views about whether it was appropriate for her to use the

facilities of the library for a program of this type, and she could not be

sure what those views would be. If she set up a fee-for-service prograiu,j

would the town’s residents admire her entrepreneurial energies or worry

that she was becoming too independent?5 Similarly, would they see]

serving the latchkey children as a worthy cause or as a service to a

narrow and not particularly deserving group? She would clearly have to

go back to the Town Meeting for guidance.6

Given the difficulties of charging clients for the service, the libran

had still another idea: perhaps the new service could be “financ

through volunteer effort.7 Maybe the parents of the children could b

organized to assume some of the responsibilities of supervising 1

cleaning up after the children. Maybe they could even be enticed to h

the librarian make the changes in the physical configuration of

library—to accommodate the new function more easily and to r
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an appropriate separation between the elderly people who Used the
library for reading and meeting and the children who Used the library for
the same purposes but more actively and floisily The community Spirit
evident in such activities might overwhelm Public concerns about the
Propriety of Using the library to care for latchkey Children and the
complaints of some that Public resources were being Used to SUbsidize
relatively narrow and Unworthy interests.

Mobilizing a Volunteer effort would be a complex undertaking how
ever. The librarian Was unfamiliar with such enterprises. indeed, all the
things she had so far considered seemed difficult and unfamiliar since
they involved her in Outside Political activity. Making a budget presen
tation to the town’s Budget Committee and writing a letter about the
problem to the newspaper were one thing setting up a financiaiiy self-

quite another.
Sustaining program and mobilizing a large group of volunteers were

Then a last idea Occurred to her: Perhaps the problem could be Solved
by finding an answer within her own organizatj0 A little rescheduling

might ensure that there would be adequa staff to supervise the chil
dren, Perhaps even to provide reading enrichment progra5 Maybe
some things Could be rearranged in the library to Create a special room
for the program Perhaps movies could sometimes be shown in this
special room as part of the afterscho0l program

In fact, the more the librarian thought about it, the more it seemed
that caring for these children in the library might be well Within the

L Current mission of her organiz0 It might give her and her assistant
librarians a chance to encourage reading and a love for books that Would
last all the childrens lives Moreover, it seemed to her that the claims
that these Children and their parents made on the library were as proper
as those made by the many others who used the library in different ways:
the high school students Who came in the evenings to Complete research
Projects and gossip with one another, the elderly people who Came to
read newspapers and magazin5 during the day and to talk with their
rnends, even the dOityourslf Who came in to learn how to complete
the project on Which they had embarked Without a clear plan.

As the librarian began to think about how her organiz0
might

respondt the new demands presented by the latchkey Children, she also
gan seeing her organizai0 in a new light.s Her professional training
a that of her staff had prepared them to view the library as a Place
where books were kept and made available to the public To fulfill this

Ct an elaborate System of inventorying and recording the location
0 book had been developed. An equally elaborate system to monitor
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which citizens had borrowed which books, and to impose fines on those

who kept books too long, had also been built. This was the core function

of the library and the task with which the professional staff identified

most strongly.

Over time, however, the functions of the library seemed to expand in

response to citizen needs and the capacities of the library itself. Once the

library had a system for inventorying books, it seemed entirely appro

priate to use that system to manage a collection of records, compact

discs, and videotapes as well. (Of course, the lending system for videos

had to be changed a little to avoid competing with local commercial

ventures.) The physical facility in which the books were kept had been

enlarged and made more attractive to encourage reading at the library

as well as at home. Heat was provided in the winter, and air conditioning

in the summer, for the comfort of the staff and those who wished to use

the library. Study carrels had been built for students. A children’s room

had been created with books and toys for toddlers. Increasingly, the

library was being used to hold amateur chamber music concerts and

meetings of craft societies as well as book review clubs.

As a result, the library had become something more than simply a

place where books were kept. It was now a kind of indoor park used by

many citizens for varied purposes. Who was to say that care for latchkey

children was not a proper or valuable function for the library to provide

if the librarian could think of a way to do so economically, effectively,

and fairly, and with little cost to other functions of the library that had

the sanction of tradition?

PUBLIC MANAGERS

AND PUBLIC MANAGEMENT

The town librarian is a public manager. What makes her such is that a

bundle of public assets has been entrusted to her stewardship. She is

responsible for deploying those assets for the benefit of the town and its

citizens. Presumably, one of her tasks as a manager is to find the r

valuable use of those resources.9 The particular question before her

whether it would be valuable to respond to the new demands being ma

on her organization to care for the latchkey children and, if so, how.

An Important Doctrine

In the United States public administrators have relied on a traditic

doctrine describing how they ought to think about and do their i’
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The doctrine has been design Primarily to limit the prospect of self
interested Ormisguj

bureaucrats agrandizig
themselves or leading

the Society toward Some idiosyncratic or fllconsidered Conception of
the Public interest. It aims at keeping Public sector managers firmly
under democratic control 11

In this doctrine the purposes of a Public entel.prjse Such as a library are
assumed to have been set out clearly in statutes enacted by legislay

bodies or in formal Policy declarations signed by elected chief execu
tivesl2 As the hard.wo results of sustained democratic debates, these
formal mandates legiti Public enterprises: they authoritatively de
clare that the particular enterprises so established are in the Public inter
est and can therefore Properly claim social resources. 13 They also offer
concrete operational guidan to managers by indicating what particular

purposes are to be advanced by the Particularpubli
enterprises and what

particular means may be used. 14 togeth the mandated purposes
and means define the terms in Which managers will beheld accountable is

For their parts Public managers are expected to be faithful agents of
these mandates Their duty is to achieve the mandated purposes as
eciently and as effectively as POSsible.16 They are assumed to have
Substantive expertise in the field in Which they workto know the
principal operational progra5 that can be used to Produce desired
results and to know what COnstitutes quality and effectiveness in their

I operatj5i They are also expected to be administrativi
competent

to be skilled in devising the organizaj01
structures and arrange5

that can guide the organiZa0 to perform efficiently and effectively and
in accounting for the financial and human resources entrusted to them
so that it can be proven that Public resources are not being stolen,
wasted, or nlisusedl8

This doctrine produces a characteristic mindset among Public sector
nanagers: the mindset of administrators or bureaucrats rather than of

repreneurs leaders, or executives 19 Their orientation is downward
toward the reliable control of organizai01

operations rather than
either Outward toward the achievement of valuable results, or upward
toward Policy mandates Instead of viewing their task as

1ating or facilitating change they tend to see it as maintaining a long
rmstituti

perspective in the face of fickle Political whims Their
Cipal managj1

objective is to perfect their organiza05
Opera

tions In traditional roles, not to search for innovations that can change
their role or increase their value to the Polity.

b
It IS this view of public sector manage that produces the Ii

ranafls rst instinctive
response to the latchkey children: a resound
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